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ARK JOHNSTON features in a new video for the

recently formed campaign group, Keep Owners In

Racing, which fears a massive drop in ownership

levels in the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic.

In a 20-minute question and answer session with group

founders Jon Hughes and Ged Shields, Mark discusses the pros

and cons of shared ownership, the distribution of prize-money

and some of the initiatives he would promote if he were

allowed complete control of British racing.

Mr Hughes and Mr Shields both have extensive experience

as owners of racehorses. United by a shared concern at what

they describe as the ‘paltry’ levels of prize-money in British

racing, and the effect of the pandemic on racing’s finances as a

whole, they have joined together in drawing up a “Blueprint for

Racehorse Ownership in the UK: Making Retention and

Acquisition of Owners the number 1 goal of a Racing

Recovery Plan”. 

The illustrations on these pages are taken from their

blueprint. They argue that owners are the life-blood of racing;

their huge investment in bloodstock and training fees is crucial

to the health of the industry as a whole.

Their blueprint was launched in the Racing Post (July 12),

and a new website has been created to provide a platform for

hosting a series of weekly videos and blogs, and with a view to

creating a community on Twitter (@keepownersinra1). The

interview with Mark is one such video, and it makes interesting

viewing.

Asked about the potential for growth in shared ownership

schemes and syndication, while acknowledging the importance

of such schemes as an important route into racing for owners,

Mark has concerns about the motivation behind the promotion

of the idea that shared ownership should

play a central role in the future funding

model of British racing. 

He fears it can be used as an excuse for

the grossly inadequate returns to owners;

the idea being, he suggests, that those

making a relatively small investment in

ownership can afford to lose those funds.

Pointing out that shared ownership

accounts for a very small percentage of owners at present,

Mark says we should “not kid ourselves that it’s going to fund

British racing in the future”.

On the question of prize-money, Mark makes it clear he feels

the amounts paid to the vast majority of winning owners are far

too low. But he disagrees with those who argue the solution is

to reduce the bigger amounts paid out in top-class races, so that

more could be distributed at the lower levels.

He insists: “Racing has to be aspirational”. 

He feels that new owners are effectively buying “the most

expensive lottery ticket you can buy”. In parting with their cash
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on bloodstock, they are looking to hit the jackpot with a Classic

winner, a prize measured in millions; they won’t be enticed into

racing by assurances that minimum prize values at Class 4-6

will rise. 

“I don’t go to the yearling sales trying to buy a Class 4-6

horse,” explains Mark. “I go looking for a Classic winner.”

Mark also addresses the handicapping system, which he has

long argued should be scrapped.

“We have to realise it’s a sport about being the fastest and the

best,” he says in the video.

“I would scrap the handicap system to make the sport more

accessible to the public as a spectator sport. At present it’s

ridiculously complicated, and perhaps the only professional

sport not run on a level playing field.”

The blueprint drawn up by Messrs

Hughes and Shields makes fascinating

reading, not least in the statistics it contains

about owners. They say their research

shows that less than 2% of owners managed

to cover their annual costs in 2019, the

median return on investment for each horse

in training via prize-money less deductions

being 8p in the pound on the Flat and 6p over jumps.

The Keep Owners in Racing Group propose a stakeholder-

led Recovery of Racing Group to develop an Owner Retention

Plan, and urge that such action be taken now. Among other

things, they envisage the establishment of an executive council

for the funding of British racing to develop an innovative five-

year plan of improvement. These are ambitious targets, but
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tinkering at the edges of the problem is no longer acceptable,

they say. A root and branch review of British racing is now

required.

R HUGHES and Mr Shields state: “Owners matter.

The financial strength of racing is inextricably

linked with the continued commitment of owners to

keep funding it. 

“The Covid-19 crisis has put this commitment under

unprecedented pressure while accelerating the pre-existing

challenges that both owners and racing were already facing. 

“It threatens the very existence of many trainers, breeders,

owners, syndicators, betting shops and some racecourses. Why

are we so depressingly confident in this assertion?

“We have spent several weeks researching the sport’s

economic structure and the financial interconnections of the

supply chain from breeders to bookmakers. We’ve highlighted

our own findings and Agenda for Action in our blueprint.

“We believe racing’s leadership needs to develop a Recovery

of Racing plan focused on the retention and acquisition of

owners as the top priority. They should consider carefully our

blueprint’s main messages.

“Stakeholders need to come together, put their disputed

issues on the table and find sufficient common ground to

implement the necessary initiatives, such as those outlined in

our blueprint”. 

Readers wanting to study the blueprint in full, view the video

featuring Mark, or learn more about the campaign should head

to www.keepownersinracing.com. 
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